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Noticing: first view
• “conscious registration of attended specific
instances of language” (Schmidt, 2010, p. 5)
– Understanding

• “the brain registering new materials, with
some fleeting awareness at the point of
encounter that there is something new, even if
there is no understanding of how the element
works” (Ortega, 2009, p. 63)

Noticing: second view
• “detection plus rehearsal in short-term memory,
prior to encoding in long-term memory”
(Robinson, 1995, p.269)
• “a cognitive process in which the amount of
attention paid to a new language element in the
input exceeds a critical threshold, which causes
the language element to enter working memory
and become the object for further processing”
(Godfroid et al., 2013, p. 493)

Working Memory
• “the relatively small amount of information that
one can hold in mind, attend to, .... maintain in a
rapidly accessible state, at one time” (Cowan,
2005, p.1)
• reading comprehension (Daneman & Carpenter,
1980) and language comprehension (King & Just,
1991)
• Central executive (shifting, updating, inhibition) &
Phonological loop

Eye-tracking in noticing studies
• Noticing studies: think aloud, highlighting,
note taking
• Several shortcomings of the traditional
methods
• Eye-tracking (Godfroid et al., 2013; Godfroid &
Uggen, 2013; Nezami, 2012; Smith, 2012;
Smith & Renaud, 2013; Winke, 2013; and
Winke, Gass & Sydorenko, 2013)

Methodology
• Participants
– 15 participants: first language Chinese
– pre-intermediate to intermediate

• Process
– 2 sessions: pre-test and WM tests, eye-tracking
and post-test

• Pre/Post tests
– Pre-test: sentence reconstruction &
grammaticality judgment items
– Post-test: comprehension questions

• Input text
– A story with two target constructions
– causative ‘had’ and past perfect – 9 examples each
– unenhanced

• Eye-tracking
– Total reading time
– difference between expected total reading time and
observed total reading time

• WM tests
– Phonological loop: forward digit span
– Central executive: Plus-minus (shifting), Keep-track
(updating), Stroop (inhibition)

Results
• Noticing
– increase of the total reading time with the number of
exposures
– the difference between expected and observed total
reading time also indicates an increase in both
structures
– significant difference between the expected and
observed total reading time is mainly evident in the
items that occurred later in the text
– Hernández (2008), Reinders and Ellis (2009), Trahey
and White (1993), White (1998), Williams and Evans
(1998) and Jourdenais et al. (1995) - input flood
increases learners’ attention to the target features

• total reading time and the difference between
expected and observed total reading time on
certain items in both target structures show a
decrease
– repeated earlier
– items with more syllables and items with fewer
syllables
Learners are likely to pay more attention to language features
that frequently occur in the input even in unenhanced conditions

Noticing

Understanding

• Post-test - none of the participants provided
correct answers

Noticing at the level of perception had possibly occurred on this
occasion, but not noticing at the level of awareness

Noticing and Working memory
• The eye-tracking data and WM capacity scores
did not show any significant correlations
It is possible that conscious noticing had not taken place on this
occasion even though the total reading time increased with time

• Holmqvist et al. (2011) - there is no guarantee that WM
registration occurs even though participants look at the
objects on the screen on the eye-tracker
• Implicit learning DeKeyser (1995, p. 380) - learning that
takes place “without concurrent awareness of what is being
learned” - no heavy demand on the WM

Eye-tracking in noticing
• increased fixation duration with more
exposure indicated possible noticing
• eye-tracking data do not provide any direct
evidence that conscious noticing has taken
place and also they do not provide any
insights into the kind of cognitive processes
involved in input processing

Conclusions
• More exposure of unenhanced input may be
necessary for meaningful noticing to take place
• Noticing at the level of perception seemed to
have occurred – this does not rule out the
possibility that WM capacity can play an effective
role
• Eye-tracing data may not be sufficient to measure
noticing, especially the cognitive processes
involved
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